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Civilization 5 is a turn-based strategy computer game, developed by Firaxis, and published by
Firaxis and 2K Games. To the gameplay, Firaxis has added a customizable map generator, new

power schemes, new units and technology development, as well as being of the series, users are
able to interact with one another, form alliances, and wage war. The game's strategy elements
have a focus on resource management and politics, incorporating a metagame in the form of a
campaign. Civ 5 is the third game in the Civilization video game series, following the Civilization
Revolution and Civilization IV. Civilization V was developed by Firaxis Games, published by 2K

Games and developed by Firaxis Games. The game was released on October 12, 2009. For many
of the critics the game was "A major disappointment, for anyone who wanted a modern Civ
game." Featuring a rebuilt engine and brand new control systems, the game has a focus on

theme and culture rather than resource gathering and military conquest. It is the fifteenth game
of the Civilization series and the first game in the Civilization V subseries. Civilization V features a

map editor and 4-player multiplayer online gameplay. The game's theme is "Go West, young
man!" and the players are tasked with building, researching, and defeating civilizations in the Old
West. Civilization V is a turn-based strategy computer game, developed by Firaxis, and published

by Firaxis and 2K Games. To the gameplay, Firaxis has added a customizable map generator,
new power schemes, new units and technology development, as well as being of the series, users

are able to interact with one another, form alliances, and wage war. The game's strategy
elements have a focus on resource management and politics, incorporating a metagame in the
form of a campaign. Civ 5 is the third game in the Civilization video game series, following the

Civilization Revolution and Civilization IV.
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